
Comment regarding stallion inspections from Victoria Tollman on the 

Canadian Horse Yahoo Group: 
 

I am replying without knowing much about the details, so forgive me if I have missed something, 

however my background in conservation of the rare breeds compels me to reply, even if uninformed 

about the actual proposal. 

I used to think inspections were a great tool - until I became more savvy about the nature and needs of 

rare breed gene pools. While every breeder should strive for improvement in the next generation, 

Perfection isn't the goal in a rare breed gene pool. The major needs of a rare breed gene pool is diversity 

- healthy diversity contained within the breed description, followed by improvement of any individual as 

measured against the breed standard. But healthy diversity can only be accomplished by encouraging 

the widest acceptable parameters within your breed standard. 

What I have to come realize inspections limit diversity.  (Look at the Friesians if you need an example. 

Rigorous inspections have narrow their gene pool severely and the breed is plagued with genetic 

problems now. What price did they pay for their "perfect" few?) Inspections are also only as good as the 

current inspection goals, and the knowledge and choices of the inspectors themselves.  And there is 

always the possibility of bias or corruption.  

Even if the inspectors do their very best job, they will limit your gene pool.  They will also eventually 

cause bottlenecks because people will gravitate toward the top selections.  I have personally seen 

average quality horses with good pedigrees produce some fabulous progeny.  The value of the average 

horses properly bred should not be underestimated.  They help keep your gene pool diverse and that 

keeps your gene pool healthy. 

Additionally consider that Visuals are not enough to judge the value of a breeding animal.  The proof is 

more in the correct choices of the match and shown in the progeny. Inspections will not look at anything 

except the visuals of the individual in front of them.  The inner traits are hidden.  Only a breeder can 

assess the inner qualities - temperament, disposition, hardiness, strength, endurance, heart, etc.  Are 

these not as important to the Little Iron Horse as the visual type you see?  An inspection cannot select 

for these inner traits, but rather put emphasis on visuals only. 

If you are concerned with the quality of what breeders are producing or should be producing - 

Education, not regulation is the key.  I urge the registry not to support a further impact upon the 

Canadian Horse gene pool by imposing inspection restrictions as well.  

Just my two cents ...  
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